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“I believe music is truly healing for the 
mind, body, and soul. I feel lucky and 

grateful that this passion has chosen me.”



I cannot explain how thankful I am to one of our senior interviewers and photographers, Maddie Kleiser. Maddie is responsible for every part 
of the July cover story, and she’s done an amazing job with it. 

I’m sure many have already heard about the tragedy that occurred on the night of Before You Exit and Christina Grimmie’s performance in Or-
lando, Florida. Grimmie was shot at her meet and greet, brought to the hospital, and passed a few hours later on July 11th, 2016. If you kept up 
with Christina prior to the incident, you might remember her posting about a photoshoot with us with Cami Liberty. Although it is not a photoset 
and interview with Christina as planned, Lucid did include a tribute to the beautiful soul, mind, and heart lost that day. 

As well as one to Christina, we have also included a tribute to the lives lost at Pulse Nightclub. Not only that, but we’ve also included an article 
on the lack of gun laws in the U.S. Please make sure to read it, and not just skim it. As stated in the article, “People that are pro-gun need to 
open their eyes and see what’s happening around them. Guns fuel nothing but hatred and violence.”

As well as the four aforementioned pieces, Lucid’s July issue also features a night with LANY, an interview with Jonah Marais, a recipe for 
delicious vegan pizza, a fun playlist for road trips, and so much more! Please, enjoy!
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VEGAN PIZZA



photos & story by despy

Get this: the best-looking, best-tasting pizzas don’t even have cheese.

I’m serious. I went vegan about a year and a half ago, and I (obviously) haven’t had any 
cheese since. That doesn’t keep me from eating pizza at least a few times a week, though. 
And that doesn’t keep the pizzas from being 
a) really pretty,
b) really healthy, and 
c) really, really good. 

So, the next time you have a free evening, invite some friends over and make your very 
own vegetable pizzas. They’re practically salads, so they’re healthy, AND no animals have 
to be harmed!

Some great toppings include: 
tomato sauce
BBQ sauce

sriracha
steamed potatoes/sweet potatoes

sautéed mushrooms
spinach

bell peppers
cabbage

kale
onions 
garlic

zucchini
squash
peas
corn

beans
chickpeas
oregano

nutritional yeast
red pepper flakes

Pile on whatever vegetables you like, and I promise it’ll taste SO GOOD. As for the crust, 
you can buy a premade crust to streamline the process, or easily make one out of yeast, 
flour, and water. 

Now, go and make your own! For more vegan pizza inspiration, check out Lucid’s website; 
there, more photos of different combinations of ingredients can be viewed!
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RIP Christina Grimmie
March 12, 1994 - June 11, 2016

photo by cami liberty



#loveislove.
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#loveislove.

photo by caitlyn hastings
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NONEXISTENT GUN 
LAWS IN THE USA

story by adam vossen / illustration by @tkarts

Christina Grimmie. 50 innocent people at a gay bar. Those people have one thing in common, they have all 
gotten their lives cut short due to acts of gun violence. Gun violence and mass murders have been no stranger 
to the U.S.A. It’s getting too friendly, actually. There has been more than 1 mass shooting a day in 2016 so far. 

It’s sad, it’s disgusting, it’s terrifying, but yet, America has refused to enforce gun restrictions. 

Christina Grimmie was a successful YouTuber, a former contestant on The Voice, and an amazing singer. After a 
performance in Florida, she went out to meet her fans and give autographs. Sadly, Christina was shot and died 
only 5 hours later in the hospital. Luckily, her brother, Mark Grimmie, tackled the gunman to the floor before he 
could harm anyone else. Christina has so many fans and so many loved ones that will miss her dearly. Her life 

was cut short by an idiotic terrorist.

The next day, at a gay bar in Orlando, Florida, the biggest mass murder in America occurred. 50 innocent 
people were shot and killed, due to homophobia. Someone had the desire to kill 50 innocent beings just be-
cause those beings liked the same gender. LGBTQ+ intolerance is a huge problem in this country on all social, 

economic, and political levels.  

Now, assuming America follows the same routine it’s been following for years, we won’t do anything about this. 
Why? Part of it is because the U.S.A. doesn’t care much about the LGBTQ+ community. America would rather 
see two men holding guns than two men holding hands. America would rather let people buy an assault rifle 
than let gay people donate blood. America would rather let people own guns for their “safety” than let trans 

people into public bathrooms. 

Gun violence is a huge problem in America. After mass shootings, politicians will only offer thoughts and 
prayers, when they have the power to change the laws. People that are pro-gun need to open their eyes and 
see what’s happening around them. Guns fuel nothing but hatred and violence. Concerts aren’t safe, clubs 
aren’t safe, schools aren’t safe, movie theaters aren’t safe, being yourself isn’t safe. Living in a country with 

non-existent gun laws isn’t safe.

To Christina, the 50 people from Orlando, and all of the other innocent beings killed from gun violence, 

may you rest in peace. 



taylor       
   dini
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“Stories through style.” 
That is how Taylor Dini would simply describe her YouTube channel. Taylor is a 20-year-old fashion blogger, styl-
ist, YouTuber, and Chicago native currently based in Los Angeles. In August of 2015, Taylor brought the fashion 
from her blog to her YouTube channel. Since then, she has accumulated over 8,000 subscribers and collaborat-

ed with YouTubers like Jack Baran and Drew MacDonald! 

Taylor has always been a writer, “When I was younger, maybe 5 or 6, my parents used to question if I was the 
one writing my own stories and such, as they were pretty good for a young gal.” However, it wasn’t until high 
school that she began to merge her passion for writing and her passion for fashion together, as Dini’s appreci-
ation and outright love for fashion only first sprouted when she was 15 years old. It was then that she realized 

how much work and thought were really put into the art. 

Two years later, Dini packed her bags and left her hometown for Los Angeles. She says it was a bit of a shell 
shock, as she had never spent more than a week away from her family! Even though it was a tough transition, 
considering she was only seventeen, it could not have been better for Taylor. Not only has being around a 
different crowd of people helped her grow as a stylist and blogger, but she has gained many skills from living 
in LA, “The need for me to multi-task, and organize my own career, and network for myself is definitely an area 

in which I have grown vastly.”

By the time Taylor started her YouTube channel, she was already basking in the SoCal sun. Watching lookbooks 
on YouTube inspired Taylor to make some of her own. She wanted to be able to tell stories through fashion, and 

she felt that lookbooks were the best way to do so. 

One of Dini’s favorite pastimes is collaborating with different people and brands. She says it is the most influ-
ential opportunity she has had through YouTube, “Meeting like-minded individuals is a great way to get the ball 
rolling towards new ideas.” Some of her past collaborations have been with PacSun, Daniel Wellington Watches, 
Drew Scott, Rocksbox Jewelry, and Windsor Store. In the future, she’d like to collaborate with a group channel or 
someone who has a very different style from hers, “I think it is interesting to try and understand and/or recreate 

a look from another artist’s point of view.”

photos by jhanna shaghaghi / story by natasha shaghaghi



PEOPLE
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Since starting her channel in August, she has been able to not only attend popular events 
throughout the year, but host them, as well! Because of the success of her channel and blog, 
she has attended the Daniel Wellington blogger event, VidCon 2016, and soon she’ll be 
hosting an event for Shutz shoes in Beverly Hills! Along with the aforementioned events, she 
also attended the most recent Coachella. Coachella is known for the many bold boho chic 
outfits people show up in. Many stylists and fashion bloggers say that they feel most in their 
element at Coachella, and Taylor felt no different, “In terms of fashion and seeing all these 
different aesthetics brought together through music, it definitely put me in my element.” Her 
favorite part about the event is seeing all of the different types of fashion there. To prepare 
for the event, she went on a hunt for a variety of accessories at affordable prices, “[I] mixed 
and matched them to make the perfect Coachella look. Sometimes, it’s the last minute ideas 

that turn out the best!”

Not only has her YouTube channel given her these amazing opportunities, but her blog has 
been a huge help, as well. Taylor’s website is constantly growing as she posts new content. 
She hopes that one day, it’ll grow so rapidly that it will slowly morph into an online maga-
zine! In that magazine, she hopes to still show her work, but also have many other creators 

displaying their work on her site, too!

Taylor needs to maintain her blog and YouTube channel while still staying up to date with the 
constantly changing trends in fashion. But how does she do it? She likes to treat the neces-
sary skill in fashion like a game, she says it makes it more fun, “People-watching, magazines, 
street style, and funky places are always inspiring me.” Of course, sometimes she jumps on 
an idea that she feels will soon turn into a trend, but she turns out to be wrong. “Staying up 

to date on trends is just as much a guessing game as it’s forecasted.”

Although it may seem like it considering the amount of times Taylor’s passions for blogging 
and making videos have been mentioned in this article, those are not her only hobbies. 
Some of her favorite things to do other than the obvious include working out, grabbing cups 
of coffee, going on long aimless walks, reading, trying new foods, and creating her own rec-
ipes! In fact, some food posts can also be seen on her blog! She also enjoys traveling. This 
summer, she will be going to New York and to her hometown, Chicago, a couple of times.

In five years, Dini sees herself still creating, but most of all, she sees herself happy and care-
free. That is her main goal. But even so, she is constantly changing, so she can’t really say 
what she’ll be doing come five years,“Each day that I’m given, I discover something new 
about myself or meet a new person/experience, so I think what I see myself doing in five 

years is an ever changing answer!”

“I think it is interesting to try and under-
stand and/or recreate a l ok from 

another artist’s point of view.”
o

PEOPLE
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find taylor online:
Twitter: @TaylorDini

Instagram: @m_o_d_a
taylordini.com

youtube.com/taylordini



drew
seeley
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drew
seeley

photos & interview by cami liberty

You probably remember Drew Seeley from his starring role in Another Cinderella Story or you may even 
recognize his voice as Troy’s singing vocals from the very first High School Musical. Now, he’s on the road 

playing Bob Gaudio on the Jersey Boys Tour.

How did you get your start in acting and singing?
“My mom got my sister and I into it when I was about eight. We started by doing runway modeling for 
Sears catalogs and stuff. Then [I] got into dance lessons second when I was probably about nine. Then 

when I got into highschool, I started singing in chorus and started a rock band and tried some stuff out. 
And then, I fell into acting last doing high school plays.”

What’s your favorite project that you’ve done and why?
“A lot of them have been great for different reasons. Jersey Boys is really fun because I’m getting to see 
the whole country and actually spend a little time in every city, so it’s really fun to explore. I’ve probably 
done around 500 shows at this point of the same thing, so you have to find ways to make it fresh so you 
don’t get tired of what you’re doing. Another Cinderella Story was a lot of fun as well because we went 
and shot that in Vancouver and got to dance a lot, [we] had a great cast, got to work with Selena and 

that was fun.”

What’s your favorite part about being on the Jersey Boys tour?
“I think it’s a great role, a good fit for me. I play a guy who’s a songwriter, as well. He’s not like the Frankie 
Valli; he’s not the star of the group. I’m kind of a more quiet guy in real life, too; I don’t always need to be 
out front. So, I connect with that. And it’s a great group of people! We have, I think, 12 cast members and 
then a band and crew, so there’s, like, 50 of us total. We’ve been traveling together for almost two years 

and have become great friends. It’s a real good community.”

Have you done any other show tours in the past?
“Nope, first one! Well, High School Musical Concert Tour. But that was different ’cause it was only one 

night in every city, and then we’d move on. So, we’d get on the bus and drive all night to the next city; so 
it was more of a whirlwind. We did the same amount of cities, but in two and half months as opposed to a 

year and a half.”

What’s your favorite part about performing?
“Just the fact that I’m able to. I’m just grateful and blessed that I have a voice and can move my body. So 
many people don’t have the opportunity to share their experience and share joy with people. When you 

do that [you] get to see smiles on people’s faces, and it’s really rewarding every night.”

Besides acting, singing, and dancing, what are your other interests?
“I mean, songwriting - I guess that’s kind of related. I love running, working out, going to see live music, 

food of any kind. All the time - I’m a big foodie, so I love eating. Spending time with my dogs and my wife 
back in L.A., going back home to L.A. whenever I can.”

If you could describe yourself in three words, what would they be?
“Hungry, happy, motivated.”

After this tour, what can we expect from you in the future?
“I don’t know, I’m not sure. I may come back for another year, most of these guys are going to. They’ve got 
a schedule all the way through next June, so it’s a possibility. Or I might go back to L.A. and see what else 

is going on, get back into the auditioning game. I haven’t really decided yet.”



haley 
reinhart

continued on page 42

photo by maddie kleiser
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find drew online:
Twitter: @drewseeley

Instagram: @drewseeley
drewseeley.com

youtube.com/DrewTubeVideo
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The Tapes - At All 
       (single)

bed. - klickitat 
Favorite Track: Boys

Few Bits - Anyone Else 
    (single)

Young Mister - Young Mister
Favorite Track: Anybody Out There

Dutch Criminal Record - On the Fence 
             (single)

what we’re

listening to

by jhanna shaghaghi



lanya night with:

concert review
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lany
photos & story by olivia 

Los Angeles based band LANY has been recording and releasing their alternative dream pop tunes 
together since 2014. The trio is made up of Paul Klein, lead vocalist, keyboardist, and guitarist; Jake 
Goss, drummer; and Les Priest, keyboardist, guitarist, and vocalist. Together they have already re-
leased 3 EPs: Acronyms, I Loved You., and Make Out. Along with these, they have released multiple 

singles which have accumulated major visibility and success for the band.

Over the past two years, the band has worked to generate the fan following and public ac-
knowledgement they have now by releasing their music on social media and music platforms like 
SoundCloud and Spotify. Through these mediums, the band has been able to continue alluring 
more and more people from all around the world to their music. Their song “ILYSB” has especially 
caught the attention of many through its soothing acoustics and vocals. Their rise in popularity only 
increased when they started to perform in festivals like Lollapalooza and as opening acts for many 
well-known artists including Twin Shadow, X Ambassadors, Troye Sivan, Halsey, and Ellie Goulding.

This May, however, LANY embarked on their own headlining tour across the US, traveling in cor-
relation to their festival performances, and I was luckily able to attend their show in Philadelphia! 

With Odessa as their supporting act, the band took on World Cafe Live at a sold out show!



Even before the band went on, the room was filled with a calm and contented 
atmosphere. The small room and LED screen on the stage projecting “wish u 
were here” against a light blue background brought the crowd together as they 
waited for LANY to take the stage. When the band finally did come out, they 
almost immediately started playing their new song “WHERE THE HELL ARE MY 
FRIENDS”. The crowd burst out in excitement and the screen behind the band 
followed in pursuit, changing from its once relaxing light blue color to a deep 

vibrant red.

As LANY continued with their set, the crowd and screen display always seemed 
to be in sync. The mellow relaxed electro beats of their slower songs were 
highlighted by the soft singing of the crowd and the pleasing graphics of palm 
trees or water droplets, while their more upbeat songs were emphasized with 
bold patterned or solid visuals and a dancing audience. The screen illuminated 
the entire room and allowed not only the audience to see the band, but for the 
members on stage to clearly see all the faces in the crowd and their reactions, 

which I think made the show more personal for everyone.

As their soothing west coast vibes and catchy electronic beats projected 
throughout the venue and into the crowd, many of the fans near the stage got 
the occasional hug or handshake from Paul and also witnessed the smiles and 
enjoyment Les and Jake were showing throughout each song. Because of the 
crowd being so close to the stage, it felt as though the trio was playing for you. 
Paul even acknowledged this on stage when he said that he felt as if they were 

already friends with everyone in the crowd!
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Once their set was finished, the boys said their goodbyes, took a bow together, and left stage only to come 
back on moments later due to a demanded encore! Once they were quite literally out of songs, they retreated 
once again and allowed the crowd to settle. After around 20 minutes of the show being over, the band came 
out to the showroom and started to greet the mass of fans that were still at the venue waiting to meet them. 
Their interaction and dedication to their fans is one of the reasons why they have such a strong fanbase despite 

them being a smaller band.

The fact that LANY was so interactive with their fans during and after their show really did have an effect on 
their overall concert performance. They managed to put on one hell of a show that was special to the audience 
in a different way than most concerts. From visuals to acoustics, the trio was able to connect with the crowd on 
so many different levels and create one of the best concert atmospheres I have ever experienced (I still get a 

lighthearted feeling just thinking about it).

With their multitude of festival performances and tour 
stops around the country, LANY is definitely a name to 
look out for! Their show is perfect for any music lover 
who would like to relax and chill out with friends while 

still seeing an amazing show. 



find lany online:
Instagram: @thisislany

Twitter: @thisisLANY
thisislany.com

soundcloud.com/thisislany
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road trippin’
Summers are for road trips; 
and whether that means 
driving to see family, old 
friends, or new ones, I find 
that a good playlist is abso-

lutely essential.

Your mood sets the music 
and, likewise, music sets the 
mood. Sometimes, my friends 
and I will be on a Hannah 
Montana, Jesse McCartney, 
and Hilary Duff kick, and oth-
er times we prefer Lou Reed’s 
softer, gravelly voice. But, 
whatever we listen to, it 
makes the whole car ride 
better with our  feet on the 
dashboard, snacks out, and 
arms and heads sticking out 
the windows to feel the sum-

mer breeze.

 my most recent roadtrippin’ 
playlist:

playlist by despy /  illustration by @rejectpasta

“Home” by Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros
“Island in the Sun” by Weezer

“Mountain Sound” by Of Monsters and Men
“I’m Gonna Be (500 Miles)” by The Proclaimers

“San Francisco” by The Mowgli’s
“Riptide” by Vance Joy

“California Dreamin’” by The Mamas and the Papas
“Safe and Sound” by Capital Cities
“Stubborn Love” by The Lumineers
“West Coast” by Coconut Records

“Afternoon” by Youth Lagoon
“Young Blood” by The Naked and Famous

“We Can Work It Out” by The Beatles
“Pretty Little Angel Eyes” by Curtis Lee

“The Only Place” by Best Coast
“I Always Knew” by The Vaccines

“Don’t You (Forget About Me)”by Simple Minds
“Closing Time” by Semisonic

“I Wanna Get Better” by Bleachers 
“How Far We’ve Come” by Matchbox Twenty

“Send Me on My Way” by Rusted Root
“Close to Me” by The Cure
“All the Way” by Timeflies

“Heart of Gold” by Neil Young
“Only You” by Mac DeMarco

“Submarines” by The Lumineers
“She’s Really All I Need” by Mac DeMarco

“Don’t Worry Baby” by Beach Boys
“Hurricane” by Bob Dylan

“Everywhere” by Fleetwood Mac
“Come on Eileen” by Dexy’s Midnight Runners

“Signed, Sealed, Delivered I’m Yours” by Stevie Wonder
“You Can’t Always Get What You Want” by Rolling Stones

“Little Darlin’” by The Diamonds
“Do You Believe in Magic” by The Lovin’ Spoonful

“The Long Way Around” by Dixie Chicks
“Here Comes the Sun” by The Beatles
“Unwritten” by Natasha Bedingfield 

listen to this 
playlist on 

lucid’s spotify: 
lucidthemag



How did you get your start in music?
“I’ve been doing music since I was really little with my family. My dad’s a musician; I would go to his gigs usually. 
My family would get up and sing some songs and stuff. I really started taking it seriously two years ago; I started 
going on YouNow and singing and stuff. [I] just got more and more viewers that turned into Instagram and Twitter 

followers. I started working on writing, got on some shows. That’s pretty much it.”

You just released an EP can you tell us the process of when you made it?
“I started at the end of last summer. I worked with three producers for this EP. I finished up the last song probably 

two months ago, so it was a pretty long process, pretty time consuming. But I’m really proud of it.”

You’re on your first headlining tour. How does that feel so far?
“It’s been awesome! It’s been really great to see fans coming out to see me and it’s been great having Reed 
[Deming] and Stew [Maloley] along as well. It’s been awesome. I mean, I was excited, but I didn’t realize it would 

be like this. This much fun, this much craziness!”

What’s your favorite tour memory?
“Probably yesterday, actually! It was our first day off, which is pretty crazy. But we just walked around Philadel-

phia, got Philly cheesesteaks, then went to the Phillies game. So, that was really fun.”

What’s your favorite song to perform and why?
“Recently, my favorite has been a song called “Some Other Place & Time” that’s off the EP. It’s a pretty emo-
tional song and I wrote it from a very real place. It’s been my favorite to perform. I mean, I love all the songs 

on the EP, but that’s probably my favorite right now.”

Jonah Marais is a 17-year-old singer-song-
writer from Minnesota. He has performed at 
multiple DigiTour shows and recently finished 
up his first headlining tour with Reed Dem-
ing, Stew Maloley, and Shane Guerrette. 
I caught up with Jonah before he took the 

stage in Philadelphia.

jonah 
marais

photos & interview by cami liberty

MUSIC
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What’s your favorite fan experience?
“I don’t know if I have one favorite fan experience, but just being able to hear them sing lyrics back to me every 

night is probably my favorite experience for sure. Just [the fact that] they actually know the songs is crazy!”

What are your favorite things to do after a show?
“Usually, I’m pretty tired after the shows ‘cause it takes a lot of energy, so we’ll usually just go back to the hotel 
and hang out, watch a movie, watch some TV, and just go to bed pretty quick. I mean, we’ll hang out some, but 

not any parties or anything crazy.”

What can we expect from you in the future?
“We’ll finish up this tour at the end of this month, and then we’re already planning a summer tour with some 
awesome people, so that’ll be really great. Also just working on music and getting more stuff out probably. I 

don’t know exactly when, but pretty quick I’d say.”

find jonah online:
Twitter: @JonahMarais
Instagram: @jonahmarais
jonahmarais.com



the misadventures tour
pierce the veil

6/17/16 @ the theater of living arts in philadelphia
photos by cami liberty
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MUSIC
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Photos by Carter Howe / Story by 
Natasha Shaghaghi

“The whole purpose of my music is for 
people to have fun with it,” says 19-year-
old aspiring singer-songwriter from Boston, 
Greer. Greer’s love for music first developed 
in his home listening to different genres of 
music with his family. His brothers listened to 
pop and hip-hop, his dad listened to rock, 
and his mom listened to country. Because 
of the variety of musical influences he grew 
up around, his original music held a large 
amount of genres, “I wanted to be all over 
the place with my music and I wanted to 
have a song in every genre.” Two years 
later, Greer has found his place in music, 
and just in time, too, considering he plans on 
releasing an EP by the end of the year!

However, this will not be the singer’s first EP. 
Two years ago, Greer released The Sounds, 
his EP containing two tracks: “High Off My 
Love” and “Fly”. He describes The Sounds as 
a “learning experience,” as it was his first time 
ever working in a studio with a producer and 
songwriter. He explains it this way because 
he did not know what sound he wanted; it 
helped him figure out who he is as an artist. 
“I have definitely matured both lyrically and 
sound-wise. I now have a better idea of who 
I want to be and the direction that I want 
to go in with my music.” Not only has the 
experience changed Greer’s sound, but so 
has time, “My inspirations are totally different 

than when I was 16.”



Who are his musical inspirations now? Greer states that Rihanna has a huge influence on his sound. “I 
love how she puts her original attitude and style into her music,” and he tries to do the same with his 
music. And his attitude and style does shine through his music! It shows in his latest single, “Blow Your 
Mind”. The single is based off of a fantasy, and it really does show who he is through his imaginative 
side. “The idea behind the song is meeting someone out and, without knowing anything about them, 
just hooking up.” Greer expresses that he wanted to create a story about two strangers getting to-
gether on appearance alone. He was inspired by the saying “Your eyes are the windows to your soul,” 

because it shows that people can be attracted to each other from the first glance.

Greer first began writing songs with his brother. Greer was always coming up with ideas for songs, 
which he then brought to the attention of his brother, who he explains has a way with words. The 
singer and his brother still write songs together. When seeking ideas for a new song, Greer turns 
to the internet, “I go seeking inspiration from quotes, pictures and even people’s Instagram captions. 
It’s mainly Tumblr and Instagram that give me tons of inspiration for new lyrics or song ideas.” Greer 
enjoys writing his own songs because when he listens to a song, he immediately begins to study the 

lyrics, “I love songwriters that are clever with words and metaphors.”

“Music has always been my ‘thing.’ While growing up, it was always my only hobby.”  Although this 
may be certain, it is clear from looking at Greer’s Instagram that he does also enjoy fashion! He feels 
that fashion and music go hand in hand, “Most of my favorite artists music style and fashion style are 
in the same vein, and I want to do that, as well. Music is one way to express who I am as an artist, 
and I feel fashion is equally important to let people know who I am.” His style is influenced by fashion 
photoshoots and ads that he sees. He states that he would love to pursue fashion in the future, along 

with music, “It is definitely a lane I want to go in.”

“Music has helped me become more confident, as corny as it may sound. Discovering my purpose 
and passion has made me into the person I am.”  In the future, Greer hopes to continue pursuing music 
and discovering himself through it. After he releases his second EP, he intends to begin working on a 

debut album. 
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find greer online:
instagram: @nextlevelbadkid
soundcloud.com/greer-wilson



FEATURED

Just moments after the final show on 
her U.S. tour, the singer-songwriter talks 
how her style of music came to be, her 
third place title on American Idol, and 

her latest album, Better.

photos & story by maddie kleiser

haley 
reinhart
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There isn’t too much that tops an awe-
some performance by Haley Reinhart on a 
beautiful summer night in Asbury Park, NJ.  
Haley enters the stage with a roar from 
the crowd and immediately connects with 
her audience with some soul-filled pop/
rock mixes that got the place pumped up 
and set the tone for a rocking night, “I be-
lieve music is truly healing for the mind, 
body, and soul. I feel lucky and grateful 

that this passion has chosen me.”

When asked how she would describe her 
style of music, Reinhart comments, “It’s a 
roller coaster ride through pop, soul, and 
rock n’ roll. Honest and true blue… My folks 
brought me up onto many different genres, 
and I soaked up so much. And specifically 
most of The Beatles repertoire.” She even 
says that her dream collaboration would 

be with Paul McCartney!

She was comfortable, sexy, and imme-
diately entertaining the anxious crowd.  
Haley is only 25, yet has an old soul that 
is intriguing and captivating, “I feel very 
connected to many different eras such as 
the 60s and 70s. I also grew up watching 
my parent’s band tearing up the stage. 
I’d be delighted if that reflected into my 
music.” This young performer from Chica-
go got everyone moving in their seats. It 
was impossible not to feel the rhythm and 

movement in her music.

Backstage, after her encore, Haley was 
as welcoming and warm as meeting an 
old friend.   She came out of her dressing 
room wearing a floral romper, a green 
bralet covered in gems, and at least 5 
inch heels. Even after just coming off of 
the stage from her last performance on 
her U.S. tour to promote her new album, 
Better, she still managed to look fantastic. 
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Haley Reinhart has worked extremely hard for her achievements. Her name is familiar for a reason. She placed 
third on the 10th season of the FOX show, American Idol, “It’s exactly what I wanted to happen. It was an ev-
erlasting platform that turned my dreams into a reality. And the placing gives me enough space to branch out 

and be my own artist.” 

Since being on the singing competition show, Haley has two albums, one being Listen Up!, which came out in 
2012, just a year after her departure from American Idol. Recently, she recorded and released her second 
and latest album titled, Better. She says that she is rather fond of the fifth track on the album, “Check Please” 

is super jammin’ to play live.” 

Haley writes the majority of her own music and states, “There’s no right or wrong way of going about it when 
creativity arises.” When asked about her favorite track, Haley replied, “They’re all my babies! I love ’em all for 

different reasons.”

In the next 5 years, Haley hopes to see herself with a Grammy, and, of course, her loved ones around her. For 
the rest of 2016, Haley will be heading to Europe for the second part of her Better tour! Tickets are available 
at haleyreinhart.com. “I am also recording voice overs as ‘Bill Murphy’ on the second season of the animated 

Netflix series, F Is For Family! Check it out!”
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Find Haley Online:
Instagram: @haleyreinhart
Twitter: @HaleyReinhart
Website: haleyreinhart.com
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